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Methodological crises 



• Biases

• Hype 

• “Bad” statistics

• Bad metrics

• Misaligned incentives

• Group think

• …

Diagnosis

“The scientific study of science itself”

• Metascience research
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Abstract
Objective To investigate whether language used in science abstracts
can skew towards the use of strikingly positive and negative words over
time.

Design Retrospective analysis of all scientific abstracts in PubMed
between 1974 and 2014.

Methods The yearly frequencies of positive, negative, and neutral words
(25 preselected words in each category), plus 100 randomly selected
words were normalised for the total number of abstracts. Subanalyses
included pattern quantification of individual words, specificity for selected
high impact journals, and comparison between author affiliations within
or outside countries with English as the official majority language.
Frequency patterns were compared with 4% of all books ever printed
and digitised by use of Google Books Ngram Viewer.

Main outcome measures Frequencies of positive and negative words
in abstracts compared with frequencies of words with a neutral and
random connotation, expressed as relative change since 1980.

Results The absolute frequency of positive words increased from 2.0%
(1974-80) to 17.5% (2014), a relative increase of 880% over four
decades. All 25 individual positive words contributed to the increase,
particularly the words “robust,” “novel,” “innovative,” and “unprecedented,”
which increased in relative frequency up to 15 000%. Comparable but
less pronounced results were obtained when restricting the analysis to
selected journals with high impact factors. Authors affiliated to an institute
in a non-English speaking country used significantly more positive words.
Negative word frequencies increased from 1.3% (1974-80) to 3.2%
(2014), a relative increase of 257%. Over the same time period, no

apparent increase was found in neutral or random word use, or in the
frequency of positive word use in published books.

ConclusionsOur lexicographic analysis indicates that scientific abstracts
are currently written with more positive and negative words, and provides
an insight into the evolution of scientific writing. Apparently scientists
look on the bright side of research results. But whether this perception
fits reality should be questioned.

Introduction
Science has shown an impressive growth over past decades and
more scientific papers are published now than ever before.1
Between 1996 and 2011, over 15 million individuals authored
around 25 million papers.2 Owing to expanding research fields,
it is increasingly difficult to get studies published in high impact
journals.3 This is important since publication quantity and
associated impact factors have a considerable effect on a
scientist’s career perspective.4 Consequently, in order to get
published, scientific discoveries can sometimes be exaggerated
or the potential implications overstated.5 6 Indeed,
overinterpretation, overstatement, and misreporting of scientific
results have been frequently reported.7-12 However, the
prevalence of this problem in the scientific literature is unclear.
There is a well known universal tendency in people to use
positive words,13 and exaggeration of research related news has
previously been linked to overstatements in academic press
releases.14 In the current study, we used a data driven approach
to investigate trends in the use of positively and negatively
valenced words in PubMed abstracts and titles over the past
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Figures

Fig 1 Relative frequency patterns of positive, negative, neutral, and random words in PubMed abstracts and titles over
time. Mean relative frequency patterns of the same positive and negative words in general books is plotted with 95%
confidence intervals (shaded grey). All=words in all abstracts; Books=words in digitalised Google Books corpus; High impact
journals=words in our selected list of high impact factor journals
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Fig 2 Relative frequencies of 24 individual positive words as used in PubMed between 1975 and 2014. The word “inventive”
was not plotted owing to low search volumes
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Scientific 
Predictions



Strategies for testing experts
• Record and quantify predictions

– The Good 
Judgment 
Project

– Metaculus

–Prediction 
markets 



Quantifying predictive power

• What does it mean to say “I’m 90% sure?”

• I need a proper scoring rule:

– Brier scores

– Surprisal



Quantifying predictive power

• Brier score:

• Low scores good, high scores bad! 

A =

(
1 if true

0 if false
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Ptrue = Probability for “true”

Pfalse = Probability for “false”
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Brier Score = (Ptrue �A)2 + (Pfalse �A)2
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Brier

• Say I predict “yes” with 80% certainty and the result is “yes”:

• Say I predict “yes” with 80% certainty and the result is “no”:

Brier = .2!+.2!= 0.08

Brier = .8!+.8!= 1.28



Quantifying predictive power

• Logarithmic scores:

• Low scores good, high scores bad! 

Surprisal =

(
� ln(Ptrue) if true

� ln(1� Ptrue) if false
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Surprisal

• Say I predict “yes” with 80% certainty and the result is “yes”:

• Say I predict “yes” with 80% certainty and the result is “no”:

Surprisal = − ln 𝑃"#$% = − ln 0.8 = .22

Surprisal = − ln 𝑃&'()% = − ln 0.2 = 1.61
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My 
Brier 
Scores
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Ex Quaerums

Old Dominion 
CS 420 class 
project!!



Difficult 
Questions



A paradox about experts

• Question: How do I know that I can believe the experts?

– Answer: Because they’ve shown themselves to be correct.

• Question: But how do I know what is correct?

– Answer: Because I have consulted with experts.



When group-assessment doesn’t work

• Porter and Jick (# of citations: 1484)
“Addiction Rare in Patients Treated with Narcotics,” 
New England Journal of Medicine, 1980, Letter to 
the Editor



Deep Questions

• Particle dark matter

• MOND (Modified 
Newtonian Dynamics) 

“…but only MOND has repeatedly 
predicted observational facts in 
advance of their discovery”

VS



A prediction competition to incentivize good self-
assessment?

• Did research actually confirm or refute a hypothesis? 

• Did predictions come before or after the fact? 

• Was the prediction non-trivial?

• Did the experts agree on the outcome?

• Were there incentives to check the outcome?



A reward system  



An (silly) example question

Reference A allows for as many as 300 tornadoes 
in Kansas in 2024, while such a large number is 
excluded in the simulation used by reference B.  

Will the number of tornadoes observed in Kansas 
in 2024 equal or exceed 300?



An (silly) example question

Reference A allows for as many as 300 tornadoes 
in Kansas in 2024, while such a large number is 
excluded in the simulation used by reference B.  

Will the number of tornadoes observed in Kansas 
in 2024 equal or exceed 300?



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes Yes

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% No No
✗



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes Yes

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% Yes Yes
✗



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes Yes

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% No Yes ✓!



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes No

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% No No ✓!



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes Yes

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% Yes Yes

User #3 90% Yes Yes

✗



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes Yes

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% No No

User #3 50% Yes No answer

✗



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes Yes

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% No No

User #3 60% Yes No

✓?
(Sort of?)



Predictions

Scientist Prediction Claimed Outcome

User #1 from 
Reference A

90% Yes No

User #2 from 
Reference B

90% No No

User #3 60% Yes No

✓!



Good

• Before research:
– Group starts with opposing views  
– Leads to a wide range of competing predictions

• After research:
– Group comes together in consensus about outcomes



Bad

• Everyone agrees at the outset:

– Then what was really learned?
– No incentive for scrutiny/skepticism, checking results or 

questioning assumptions

• Widespread disagreement after research:

–Then what was the actual outcome? What was learned?
– No experts were convinced… nothing has changed



Incentivize “good” behavior within a reward system?

1) Continue to use surprisal for rewarding accuracy

2) But rescale total reward distribution on each question to 
reward 

– Range of predictions before outcome 
– Degree of consensus after outcome



The Math



3 Stages

• Question 
– Something to predict. “Will ‘A’ be true of false?”

• Prediction
– Gather probabilistic forecasts (e.g., 85% “yes”)

• Resolution
– Gather answers as to whether the outcome was true or false



Quantify each stage

• 𝑗 labels questions

• 𝑖 labels users (people making predictions)

• 𝑁! = Number of people making predictions on question 𝑗

• 𝑝",! = Probability for “yes” from user 𝑖 on question 𝑗



Last stages

• Resolution:

vi,j = 1 if user i says the outcome is “yes”
vi,j = �1 if user i says the outcome is “no”
vi,j = 0 if user i supplies no answer
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all on question j
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Last stages

• Mean resolution on question 𝑗:

• Question 𝑗 outcome:

qj =

8
><

>:

+1 if Vj > 0

�1 if Vj < 0

0 if Vj = 0
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Vj =
1

Nj

NjX

i

vi,j
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|Vj | = “Consensus”
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Characterizing a question outcome

• 𝑠",! = Surprisal of user 𝑖 on question 𝑗

• Mean and standard deviation on question 𝑗

si,j =

8
><

>:

� ln pi,j if qj = +1

� ln(1� pi,j) if qj = �1

0 if qj = 0
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hsji =
1

Nj

NjX

i

si,j , �sj =
q
hs2j i � hsji2
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What is a “good” prediction outcome

• Wide range of different predictions

– Group reward should be proportional to Δ𝑠!

• Group should agree on the results of the study

– Group reward should be proportional to 𝑉!

• Group reward Rj = |�sjVj |
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Characterizing a question outcome part II

• What is a “big” surprise on question 𝑗 ?

• My surprise is big if 𝑠",! > 𝑠!
Big. 

• 𝑠",! − 𝑠!
Big is a measure of my relative prediction accuracy

sBig
j = hsji+�sj
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Reward system

• If my (relative) predictions are always equally accurate, 
make my reward ∝ 𝑅!

• If my 𝑅! is always the same, make my reward proportional 

to relative prediction accuracy, ∝ 𝑠!
Big − 𝑠",!.



Reward system altogether

• 𝑟",! = award points given to user 𝑖 on question 𝑗

• All of user 𝑖’s reward points: 

ri,j = Rj

⇣
sBig
j � si,j

⌘
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ri =
niX

j

ri,j
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Simple examples

A self-regulating, self-governing system for assessing scientific predictive power

User 1 Predictions Validate? surprisal 1 User 2 Predictions Validate? surprisal 2
question 1 0.9 1 0.10536052 question 1 0.7 1 0.35667494
question 2 0.07 -1 0.07257069 question 2 0.4 -1 0.51082562
question 3 0.1 -1 0.10536052 question 3 0.3 -1 0.35667494
question 4 0.96 1 0.04082199 question 4 0.88 1 0.12783337
question 5 0.99 1 0.01005034 question 5 0.99 1 0.01005034

User 3 Predictions Validate? surprisal 3 User 4 Predictions Validate? surprisal 4
question 1 0.17 1 1.77195684 question 1 0.2 1 1.60943791
question 2 0.8 -1 1.60943791 question 2 0.95 1 2.99573227
question 3 0.4 -1 0.51082562 question 3 0.7 1 1.2039728
question 4 0.8 1 0.22314355 question 4 0.65 1 0.43078292
question 5 0.95 1 0.05129329 question 5 0.85 1 0.16251893

User 5 Predictions Validate? surprisal 5
question 1 0.19 1 1.66073121
question 2 0.95 1 2.99573227
question 3 0.6 -1 0.91629073
question 4 0.8 1 0.22314355
question 5 0.9 1 0.10536052

Table 1: Scenario #7 is a simulation of five question-prediction-resolution cycles with five users. The rewards each user accumulated
from this sequence of questions are shown in figure 5. Under the “validate” column, 1 means the user claimed “yes” as the
outcome and �1 means the user claimed “no.”

Figure 5: The reward points distributed to users #1 through #5 based on the results in table 1. The left hand plot shows the tota
number of reward points accumulated by each user over the course of the five questions, while the right hand plot is the
reward scale R, defined in equation 9, for each question. Note from right hand plot that the potential reward payout
drops as the users convergent in agreement around the Stockholm model.
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Simple examples

Rj = |�sjVj |
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Simple examples



Key assumptions

• With on average “roughly reasonable  behavior” on the part of 
users, outcome 𝑞! is a good proxy for objective truth

• This is robust against biases, disagreements, etc

Vj =
1

Nj

NjX

i

vi,j
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qj =

8
><

>:

+1 if Vj > 0

�1 if Vj < 0

0 if Vj = 0
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Project

• Check these assumptions by simulating a group of predicting 
scientists!

Program for Undergraduate Research and Scholarship (PURS) 
grant from the Office of Research and Perry Honors College at Old 
Dominion University

3 semester stipend available!

Talk to me!
trogers@odu.edu



What to simulate

• Take 𝑁 questions with “God given” yes or no answers

• A group of scientists making predictions

• A group of scientists making resolutions, working toward consensus

• Biases, disagreements and other limitations

• Modification of beliefs as predictions are confirmed/refuted

• Question: Does 𝑞! remain a good approximation to objective truth?



• Let X be a fundamental assumption/scientific belief

• Belief in X means I am more likely to make accurate predictions

• Disbelief means I am less likely to make accurate predictions 

• Does the reward system push the group toward or away from 
belief in X, and how quickly? 

What to simulate



Simple simulation



What happens to surprisal scores as collective belief 
turns to X? 



Going forward

• What to model:
– Forecasting by each user (many variables)
– Probability to agree with consensus (more variables)
– Probability to change minds
– Various efforts to “cheat”

• Does the reward algorithm need to be tweaked? 



Prototype



Prototype


